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Thank You!

 Thank you for coming to our session!

 Our goal is to present information and research that 
helps your students better understand and apply 
mathematical concepts.



A View from the Past

 Twenty years ago, mathematics was often viewed as a 
“filter” and not a “pump”.  Math was the subject that 
other disciplines used to “weed out” students.



Past, Present, and Future

• In the 1960’s and 1970’s if only 2% of the population 
knew math, it was “O.K.” 

• Starting in the 1980s, people were replaced by robots.  
Now we are lacking people who know enough 
mathematics to operate the robots.



Past, Present, and Future

• By 2020 there will be 1.4 million unfilled jobs 
in STEM and we will be able to fill only 
400,000 of them; success in math is vital.

• Between 2003 and 2009, 48 percent of 
students pursuing a STEM field switched to 
another major or dropped out—often because 
of math. Source: “The Math Revolution”, The Atlantic, March 2016.



Every Company Is a Tech Company.

 “Technology is really important for the future and a lot of 
great leaders, not just of technology companies, but of every 
company will have to have a technology background.”

–Sheryl Sandberg (Chief Operating Officer for Facebook)



Mathematics and Social Media

• Max Levchin has been a major 
creator of applications for 
Facebook. He stated the following 
about his success.

“Our competitive advantage is 
actually our math skills, which is 
probably not something you would 
expect from a media company.” 

--Max Levchin (Former CEO of Slide)



What About non-STEM Students?

 Mathematics is increasingly important in the social 
sciences.

 Non-STEM students need math too.



Something That Has Bothered Us

 Over our professional careers, we have met numerous 
bright, intelligent people, who said that they were not 
“good at math”.



Something That Has Bothered Us

 Why is it that so few people can DO MATH?



Wow, you must be really smart.

I was never any good at math.

People’s Response on Learning that I Teach Math



Math For Everyone!

 Math has been exclusive, but it can be inclusive.



A Reviewer Comment About Exclusivity

 “The way this material is presented makes 
it way too easy.  Everyone will get it!”

--Anonymous Reviewer 



What Has Lead to Exclusivity?

 A purely traditional/abstract approach does not work for 
most of today’s students and has lead to exclusivity,
not inclusivity, in math.



New Data and Research 



Women and STEM Education

Women earned 57% of all bachelor’s degrees.

In STEM women earn the following percentages:  

 Over 50% of biological science, 

 18% of computer science, 

 19% of engineering, 

 19% of physics, and 

 43% of math and statistics.
Source: National Science Foundation, whitehouse.gov (2015)



Motivations for Students

 Men often tend to be more excited about the features of 
technology. 

 Women are often motivated more by how technology can 
help others and create social impact. Source: IWITTS



Most Students Prefer Learning in Context

 Retention of students increases dramatically by showing  
concepts in context and getting a sense of the practical 
application right up front.

Source: Carnegie Melon: Computer Science and Intro to Engineering Studies



Visual learners are 65% of the population.

90% of information transmitted to the brain is 
visual, and visuals are processed 60,000 times 
faster in the brain than text. 

Marketing departments are well aware of how 
people prefer visual formats over text. 

Sources: 3M Corporation, Zabisco

People Learn Visually



An Important Component: Visualization

 Visualization encourages learners to 

consider other ways of thinking and 

reasoning without immediately resorting 

to algorithms. The evocation of a visual 

event also assists in retaining and in 

further developing knowledge.

—Association of Teachers of Mathematics Source: NASA



Essentials for Student Success

 Essential features for students to better learn 
mathematics and think critically about it:

 Learning in Context 

 Multiple Representations

 Visualization

 Fluid, Dynamic, and Adaptive Presentations (similar 
to a personal tutor)



Research Shows

 These techniques (contextual learning, multiple 
representations, visualization, personal tutor) 
improve retention.
Source: Google Research.



Contextual Learning



Concrete to Abstract: Learning Contextually

“Students try to ‘concretize’ the concepts 
they learn in order to come to the concept as 
‘close’ as possible.”

—Regina Panasuk

Conceptual Understanding of Algebra   



Solving an Equation

 Many times the quadratic formula is presented without 
visualization. 

 How many solutions are there to a quadratic equation?



Contextual Approach: Throwing a Ball

Never reaches 50 feet

Reaches 40 feet once

Reaches 24 feet twice

Allows for critical thinking 



Finding an Inverse

 Students often wonder, “Why?”



#2: Contextual Approach: Socks and Shoes

 We put on ours socks and then our shoes.

 Question: What is the inverse action?

 Answer: We take off our shoes and then our socks.

Allows for 

critical thinking



Moving from: Contextual to Concrete Understanding

 The same is true in math: If I double a number 
and add 1 to get 11, what was the original number?

 2 × ? +1 = 11 (11 − 1) ÷ 2 = 5

 We apply the inverse operation in reverse order!

Multiply by 2 add 1. Subtract 1 divide by 2.



Teaching Slope in the Abstract

 Traditionally, slope is introduced as:  

 Then students calculate slopes of random lines.



#3:Teaching Slope in Context: Climbing Steps 

Concrete
Real-Life Experience

to Abstract
Math Concept



What Is Teaching in Context? 

Start with

concrete applications

to teach

abstract concepts.



Critical Thinking

 Contextual understanding allows for critical thinking.

 Critical thinking occurs when students can solve a 
meaningful problem, for which there is no example.



Multiple Representations

(formulas, graphs, & tables)



Multiple Representations

 Multiple representations (formulas, tables, & graphs) 
allow students to understand a concept in more than 
one way.

 Multiple representations promote inclusivity by 
allowing for diverse learning styles.



Using a Formula to Understand



Using a Table to Understand



Using a Graph to Understand



Seeing Concepts in Multiple Ways

 To fully understand, students must look at 
concepts from different points of view.



Fluid, Dynamic, and Adaptive Presentations 



How Students Learn

 Do we, as instructors, need to rethink some of our 
teaching practices?



Math Delivery Methods 

 Traditional Lecture

 Flipped Classroom

 Computer Lab

 Emporium Model

 Online

 Collaborative Learning

 Individual Tutor

 Mastery Learning



Are All Delivery Methods Equally Effective? 

A growing body of research suggests 
that the answer is

NO!



Bloom’s 2 Sigma Problem

The Search for Methods of Group Instruction as 
Effective as One-to-One Tutoring

Benjamin S. Bloom
University of Chicago and Northwestern University
Educational Researcher, Vol. 13, No. 6. (Jun. - Jul., 1984), pp. 4-16.

Why are we looking 
at 30-year-old 

research?



Bloom’s 2 Sigma Problem



The Solution is EASY!

Go back to your school and tell administrators 
that the

student-to-instructor
ratio needs to be

one-to-one!

See? EASY. Any questions?



But That Was The 80’s…

 No Internet (Netscape 1994)

 Painfully slow data analytics

 Windows 1.0 (1985)

 Information came in books!

 Videos were on VHS (and BETA)

 Automated testing = Scantron

U Can’t Touch This



Group Instruction that is 1-to-1



Interactive Technology

To educate large groups of students in a 
developmental setting:

 The technology should be interactive.

 The delivery should be linear.

 Navigation should be intuitive.

 Understanding should be assessed often.

 The number of decisions required of the 
student at any point should be limited.

In other words, the technology should behave just as a tutor would.



E-Texts are Great, But…

Do I have to watch this, or can 
I just read the example?

Which of these do I click first?

Should I answer this 
question? If so, where? 

This looks important. 
Should I write it down?

Is this going to be on the test?



WWTD



A tutor would say…

Let’s talk a bit about what you will learn in this section.

Watch this video to see an introduction to this section.



Then, a tutor would ask…

Do you understand what this section is about?

Answer this question about the video you just watched.

Which of the following methods is used in the video to help spot trends 
and identify stray points in the data?

o A. A table of values
o B. A graph
o C. A histogram
o D. A pie chart
o E. A Venn diagram



A tutor might say…

Let’s look at an example. I’ll help you solve it, if you need my help.

Plotting Points

Plot the following ordered pairs on the same xy-plane. State the quadrant
in which each point is located.

(a)  (3, 2)
(b)  (–2, –3)
(c) (–3, 0)

Video 

Solution

Hey, tutor.
What’s a quadrant?



Then, a tutor would ask…

Did you understand the example? How about if you try one?

Plot the following ordered pairs on the same xy-plane. State the quadrant 
in which each point is located.

(a)  (4, 7)
(b)  (0, –4)
(c) (–5, 8)



For major topics, a tutor would say…

Graphing linear equations is really important. Let’s walk 

through the process together.

The following video introduces the concept of graphing linear 
equations in two variables.



Then, a tutor would ask…

Do you understand this important process?

Answer this question about the video you just watched.

Which of the following statements is correct when graphing a linear 
equation in two variables?

o A. The plotted points from the table lie on a straight line.
o B. The plotted points from the table form a curvy line.
o C. Some x-values do not have corresponding y-values
o D. The graph is a circle.



A tutor would review the material

Let’s review the topics and ideas covered in this section.



…And So On

Introduce the material…
Check for understanding

Read a little…
Check for understanding

Review the material…
Check for understanding

Watch a video…
Check for understanding



Solving the 2 Sigma Problem 



Solving the 2 Sigma Problem

 There is a lot of good technology out there.

 However, just turning on the technology will not, in 
itself, solve the 2-sigma problem.



Moving Toward 2 Sigma

 Behave as a tutor would.

 Be interactive, linear, and intuitive.

 Assess understanding often.

 Limit the number of required decisions.

Technology is great, but to be as effective as 
one-to-one tutoring it should:



Moving Toward 2 Sigma

 Provide contextual learning whenever possible.

 Utilize multiple representations

 Be presented visually, when appropriate

 Move from concrete to abstract

 Allow for critical thinking

Also, to provide the most effective instruction, 
materials should:



Moving Toward 2 Sigma

There is no “easy button.”

But we owe it to our students to always move 
toward the most effective instruction available.



THANK YOU !

www.garyrockswold.net

www.terrykrieger.net


